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Thinkpad 13 specs pdf

With HD620 graphics, ThinkPad 13 has ample graphics omeph On the original ThinkPad 13.When purchased from a third-party retailer such as Tiger Direct, our review configuration (Core i3/1080p/4GB/128GB) costs a more reasonable $733. We recommend buying laptops with a Core i5-7200U CPU, 8GB RAM, a 256GB SSD and 1080p touch screen, a configuration that costs
$1,056 in Tiger Direct. It's worth noting that the ThinkPad 13 Gen 2 costs between $120 and $200 more than its predecessor did on its configuration, depending on its configuration. Last fall, a first-generation ThinkPad 13 (Core i5/1080p/256GB/8GB) with our recommended config costs $818, a full $238 less than the current model. However, the new version is still cheaper than
the $230 equivalent ThinkPad T470, which goes for its durable, lightweight design, fast keyboard and plethora of ports for $1,298.Bottom LineThanks, Lenovo's ThinkPad is good for 13 businesses, college students or anyone who wants a productivity machine that costs $1,000 or less. If you don't need a business laptop and aren't specifically about your keyboard, consider the
$699 Asus Zenbook UX330UA, which gives you a Core i5 CPU, 1080p screen and 256GB SSD in a 2.7 pound package, as well as a backlit keyboard. If you want an even better ThinkPad, don't mind a small added weight and can cost nearly $400 more, the ThinkPad T470 has an even stronger keyboard and nearly 17 hours of battery life. Overall, The ThinkPad 13 offers a great
mix of portability, comfort and endurance. Just make sure you buy it with a high-race screen and Core i5 CPU. Photo credit: Jeremy Lip/LaptopMag Lips/LaptopMag
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